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Prioritization of Key Objectives During Floods
V. Kakulapati
The data generated in twitter is the relevant data is large
volume of data for twitter, as evaluated to conventional
micro blogging sites. In addition, twitter allows nonregistered users to still be able to read tweets made by the
person who helps and works in perfect cohesion with our
work the response on twitter is also quicker in terms of
collecting information.

Abstract: Now a day social networks generates large volume of
data per sec and one of such network is Twitter. Twitter is one of
the popular public platforms with an extract of openly express
user’s opinion. Our work aims focus on tweets generated in
regard to floods and especially the tweets posed by those affected
by floods so that we may prioritize objectives in order to facilitate
aid and relief to those affected people. This task is accomplish by
identifying the needs and requirements of the survivors of these
calamities using responses via twitter analysis, these needs and
requirements are certain objectives such as provisioning of food,
tents for people, etc., all of these objectives can be prioritize based
on certain words used by the survivors and transforming into
tokens. These token are called as lexical normalization. In this
work we analyze the lexical normalization of data generated by
twitter by applying various techniques and visualize the
investigations as the techniques are applied to process raw data
from Twitter.
Index Terms: Priority, Lexical, Tweets, Floods, Token,
Opinion.

I.

II.

RELATED WORK

India is exposed to diverse natural disasters appropriate to
its unique climatic situations. Due to India is bound by water
on its east, west and south sides and the north side is the
Himalayas. Every year the country has been strike roughly
by 8 natural disasters, and about 5 times rise in frequency of
disasters since last three decades. These natural disasters
affect India can be classified as 60%island is lying face
down to earthquakes, 12% floods and 8% are lying face
down to cyclones.
India is a sufferer of more natural catastrophes every year
and the loss of human survives and assets add together to
lots of money which India cannot have the funds for loss.
The following reasons are the poor natural disaster
management process pursued by India.
 Early warning methods are insufficient
 When disaster happens there is no proper
management to facing the disaster
 Inappropriate and time-consuming relief process
 Improper administration
 Time-consuming rehabilitation and reconstruction
 Finance managements are very poor for attending
relief work.
 Poor help for disaster affective lives.
Although twitter message contents are more casual and
partial [3], many investigations utilized twitter data for the
natural disaster location [4], entity tracking [5], and incident
identification [6].Natural disaster related [7] information
communicated messages with the intention of recognize the
point of catastrophes and investigated locations revealed in
disaster associated messages revealed locations so as to
identify the spot of natural calamities and influenced areas.
Though, categorizing thing or incident associated
communications accurately is a difficult assignment. A
system [8] developed which tracks the faction of seismic
activities and hurricanes based on user posts identified on
Twitter. In this system comparing the features of the event
associated messages for building classifier, with a more
efficient feature set achieving precision of 64%.In other
investigation [6] twitter data utilizes for detecting crime and
disaster incidents. In their work, the twitter messages are
classified words detected in disaster related messages
contained in the twitter data and attained a precision and a
recall are 30% and 85 % respectively.
Researchers are working on numerous methods by using
Lexicon analysis.

INTRODUCTION

Human, animal lives, crop and proprieties are destroying
by the influence of natural disasters all round the globe. In
all these situations, the motives are not in human control. At
the same time as the message in [1], past three decades such
1970-80 i.e., natural disaster 2nd rank, 1980-90 i.e., natural
disaster 4thrank, 1990- 00 i.e., natural disaster 2ndrank,
Bharath ranks in the top five countries intensively the total
loss of humans. The impact of natural disaster not only the
instantaneous consequence as examined in [2], a revelation
to a natural calamity in the precedent augments the chances
of severe infections for instance, diarrhea, dengue fever,
malaria and keen respiratory infection in kids below 5 years
age between 9–18%. The major natural disasters are
Earthquake, Landslide, Cloudburst, Storm, the flood, and
Volcanic Eruption. Floods are an excess of massive water
accumulations beyond average limits in excess of dry
ground. Millions of individual lives, cattle and rural crops
are wiped out per year in India owing to be deficient in
planning and unacceptable weather predicting.
Twitter is a social media network, it is multifaceted
provision that facilitate its members to post and comprehend
short 280-character communications called "Tweets" and it
also allow its users to repost someone else’s tweet is called
"Retweets". Tweeter users can comprehend as well as
posing tweets, but those who are not twitter users can only
view them but not make any post of their own. As of
January 2018, Twitter has more than 330 million monthly
dynamic users and over 500 million postings in terms of
tweets generated per day. From people who were affected
by the 2017 Texas floods and many other since also there
has been new technology developed around We have chosen
to work with twitter as it was heavily relied upon by the
news media to cover and get in-depth information this
concern that help provide internet connectivity during such
calamities such as project loon [15,16].
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In these methods evaluate polarity of opinions taking as a
function which contains sentimental text in tweets.[9], [10].
Lexicon backed rule based classification [11] methods
have used to classify user reviews, which integrates
consequence of emoticons, modifiers, negations, etc to the
lexicon based framework to get better performance.
III.

plotting the pie chart, finally the visualization part of the
code takes over and generates easily understandable graphs,
one pie chart which uses the result stored as percentage
values and a bar graph which uses the result stored as
individual objective value so that the user can get a
comprehensive understanding of the situation.

FRAMEWORK

IV.

This work aims to prioritize objectives in order to help
provide aid and relief to parties affected by floods.

IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Retrieving a data set from twitter which is dynamic in
nature based on the key words provided on the server end
once these data sets are loaded, we begin to remove any
noise such as emoticons and URLs after this, based on
tokens mentioned earlier each objective value is
incremented based on each tweet mentioning the objective
using an immediate or non-immediate word (or words) then
the result is recorded, a ratio of individual objectives is
taken with respect to others and is stored separately finally a
graph for both results is plotted and visualized for the user.
The task of Tokenizer is conversion of the input text.
Whenever new token come across is then counterpart for the
lexicon in the vocabulary, which is found then the score is
added to the entire pool of score for the contribution
wording. Such as if “dramatic” is an affirmative match in
the lexicon then the total text score is incremented or else
the text score is reduced or the word is labeled as negative.
However, this method emerges to be amateur in nature, its
alternatives have demonstrated to be precious [13, 14]. In
Fig. 1 illustrates the functioning of a lexical method.

3.1. Lexical Analysis
This process converts a text to a chain of tokens. Diverse
applications, such as text editors, search engines, machine
learning algorithms and compilers utilize Lexical Analyzer
to retrieve significance tokens while eliminating
unnecessary white spaces, comments, etc. [12]. We utilize
this method in our work for sentiment analysis of posts from
twitter.
This task is accomplished in 3 steps, step-1 acquiring the
tweets from twitter step-2 analyzing these tweets based on
tokens, these tokens are of further 3 types (type 1-that
specify immediateness ex- need, must, imperative, etc. The
type 2-that specify non-immediateness ex- want, like, etc.,
and finally type 3-which determine the objectives which are
food, potable water & shelter) step-3 once the analysis is
finished the objectives based on urgency are displayed in
forms of graphs namely bar graph and pie chart as a result.
The framework used to do this is R Studio for analysis and
Shiny web application for data representation.

Fig 2. Working of a Lexical Technique.

Fig 1. Framework of Proposed Method
Evaluating pre-defined tokens, after which retrieve tweets
from twitter which is dynamic in nature based on the key
words provided on the server end, once these data sets are
loaded, we begin to pre-process our data in order to remove
any noise such as emoticons and URLs. Then execute the
actual analysis invoking the value assignment module, in
which based on tokens existing in each objective value is
assigned based on each tweet mentioning the objective using
an immediate or non-immediate word (tokens). The result is
generated here this ends the value assignment segment
(lexical analysis), the result mentioned earlier is recorded
then further processed to generate a percentage this is the
function of the Ratio calculation module which is used in
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FUTURE ENHANCEMENT
As of now the technology and infrastructure built around
calamity relief is only efficient when it is concerned with
floods and similar natural disasters, but as these
technologies become more effective in handling other
calamities, our work can be seamlessly integrated to focus
on any natural disaster.
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Fig 4. The Prioritization of Objects Which Contains in
Twitter Message Tokens

Fig 5. Each Prioritization Objects the Frequency of flood
Twitter Messages
V.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Prioritization of Key Objectives during Floods is much
better than current existing methods used to help natural
disaster affected people. The existing methods are not give
more relevant prioritizations which aren’t enough to needy
people, these include methods like boots on the ground
survey or following by the book protocol which isn’t
dynamic in any aspect. To overcome these disadvantages,
in our work aims to improve upon these methods or more
appropriately provide a new method to handle such cases all
together. If the flood relief group can acquire this type of
information they can quickly focus and address the issue
which is heal as most important by the people, which is the
more optimizing way of helping needy people those are
affecting by natural disaster. This work is also flexible as it
offers the users to prefer the size of sample space would like
to analyse for improving the accuracy of evaluate as well as
effort provide lodgings to needy people with in the short
span of time.
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CONCLUSION

With this analysis and growing technology around
disaster aid relief, such as project loon, and many others, we
can conclude the requirements or objectives needed by the
victims of floods much faster, with greater efficiency and
more precision than any other existing method it completely
eliminates any unnecessary hassle and streamlines the
process of feedback and suggests a future course which adds
precious time to be able to do more and to react to growing
situations before they spiral out of control and ensure the
minimum public to disaster relief, organization latency.
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